Company Network Manager exists over a decade in the IT Market, and has built a significant presence and reputation, acquiring many valuable references in the industry. We are specialized for network solution, technology development, R&D and the highest level of services. Plum iTV team is one of the leaders in the design, development and delivery of multi-screen service platform. Plum iTV provides functionalities that allow watching interactive TV and constantly develops new features and functionalities.

We are looking for position:

**Senior Network Manager**

**Job brief**

We are looking for a Senior Network Engineer to develop and maintain functional and secure networks. In this role, you should have excellent problem-solving skills and thorough knowledge of network administration and architecture. Your goal will be to establish networks that cater to customer needs.

**Responsibilities**

- Design and deploy functional networks (LAN, WLAN, WAN)
- Configure and install software, servers, routers and other network devices
- Monitor network performance and integrity
- Resolve issues tiers of support have escalated by troubleshooting cloud and local infrastructure
- Automate tasks and monitor their effectiveness
- Mentor team members on technical issues
- Communicate with users when needed
- Suggest improvements to network performance, capacity and scalability
**Requirements**

- Industry-related experience as a Senior Network Engineer
- Professional certification is a plus (e.g. CCNP, CCIE)
- Experience with Linux OS
- Solid background in network administration and architecture
- Knowledge of coding languages for scripting
- Experience with network diagnostic, monitoring and analysis tools
- Sharp troubleshooting skills
- Ability to work independently
- Organizational and mentoring skills
- BSc/BA in Computer Science, Engineering or a related field
- Fluent speaking and writing English language skills
- Driving license “B” category

Your CV with cover letter please send to hr@networkmanager.rs